
15th VIRGINIA CAVALRY 

RICHMOND SPORTSMAN’S CLUB 

AUGUST 12-13, 2017 

The 15th Virginia Cavalry is the host team for this skirmish.  Camping will be 

available and open on Friday August 11,2017 at Noon.  Please remember to take 

your trash home with you.  David Mandy is the skirmish director at 

djmandy@wideopenwest.com. Food service will be available on Saturday and 

Sunday thanks to the 1st South Carolina.  Targeting will be pro-rated for teams 

without a full complement of shooters.   

Saturday August 12, 2017 

0830 Registration opens for team events including Mortar and Mortar set up. $15 

per mortar. 

0930 Mortar match, 7 shots, 5 closest for score.  Event lasts 45 minutes. 

1000 Revolver team registration closes. 

1015 Revolver team commanders meeting. 

1030 Revolver match-4 person teams, $5/shooter, 3 minute events.  Each team to 

supply timer/safety.  Two hand hold is permitted.  Something NEW—  hanging 

events Tiles and Rectangles will be double hung—if a team finishes one event 

they may start shooting on the other hanging event.  More discussion at the 

meeting. 

1.  15 yds: 10 clays on backer—3/shooter 

2. 15 yds: 8 hanging 4x4 tiles—2/shooter 

3. 15 yds: 8 hanging Rectangles—2/shooter 

4. 15 yds: 8 hanging clovers—2/shooter 

1015-1200 Range open for practice during revolver event. 

1200 Registration for Carbine Team closed/practice range closed. 

1215 Carbine team commanders meeting 
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1230 Carbine Match—4 person teams, $5/shooter, 5 minute events, all 50 yd 

events. 

1.  16 clays on backer—4/shooter 

2.  8 hanging 4x4 tiles—2/shooter---rolling thunder plus one bottle 

3.  8 hanging metal stars—2/shooter 

4.  8 hanging rectangles—2/shooter 

5.  8 hanging clovers—2/shooter 

1445 Registration for smoothbore closed 

1500 Smoothbore commanders meeting 

1515Smoothbore Match—3 person teams, $5/shooter, 3 minute events, teams to 

supply safety/timer. 

1.  50 yds: 6 water filled gallon jugs/ team to chose color, 2/ shooter 

2. 25 yds:  9 clays on a backer—3/shooter 

3. 25 yds:  6 hanging pigeons—2/shooter 

4. 25 yds:  6 hanging ceramic tiles—2/shooter 

Range closed at conclusion of Smoothbore Match 

 

Sunday August 13, 2017 

0800 Registration for Musket team opens, 6 person teams, $5/shooter, 5 minute 

events 

0845 Musket team registration closes 

0915 Musket Team commanders meeting 

0930 Opening Ceremony/Awards-Saturday 

0945 Musket Match all events at 50 yards 

1.  24 clays on a backer—4/shooter 

2. 12 hanging stars—2/shooter 

3. 12 hanging pigeons 

Lunch---20 minutes 



4.  12 hanging clovers—2/shooter 

5. 12 hanging diamonds—2/shooter 

6. 12 hanging rectangles plus 1 water bottle---rolling thunder 

Range closed at conclusion of musket match 

Awards for Sunday 

All units please clean up your frame and ready area. 

Thanks for coming—have a safe journey home 

 

 

 

 

 


